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The importance of Duchenne muscular
dystrophy (DMD) for the pediatrician is in the
fact that it is the commonest muscular
dystrophy presenting in childhood with an

incidence of 1 in 3500 live male births, and also due to
the emergence of exciting novel therapies in recent
years. Mutations in the DMD gene that codes for the
dystrophin protein are associated with the severe
phenotype of X-linked progressive muscular dystrophy,
DMD, or the milder Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD).
Traditionally, diagnosis of DMD was established by
clinical evaluation with or without enzyme immune-
histochemistry for dystrophin.

The DMD gene is the largest gene in humans spanning
79 exons, and predominantly expresses in the skeletal and
cardiac muscle with a small amount in the brain [1]. In this
issue of Indian Pediatrics, Tallapaka, et al. [2]
characterize the mutation spectrum in patients presenting
with a DMD phenotype, and demonstrate the decreasing
role of invasive muscle biopsy with increasing availability
of non-invasive molecular testing. International
comprehensive guidelines for the management and care
of patients with DMD for practitioners recommend
identification of the mutation in patients. Molecular
testing is important for confirming the diagnosis amidst a
plethora of phenotypically similar muscular dystrophies
with high creatine kinase (CK), for counseling families
about recurrence risk and prenatal diagnosis, and for
carrier detection of at-risk family members. In our
experience, there exist challenges in counseling for X-
linked disorders in India due to the predominantly
patriarchal society. Hence, utmost care is needed while
counseling at-risk carrier females. Though, carrier
females are mostly asymptomatic, monitoring for cardiac
complications and management as needed is important.

Mutations in the gene are predominantly deletions
(60-70%) or duplications (5-10%), concentrated in two
hot spot regions between exons 45-55 and 2-10 for
deletions and duplications, respectively [3-5]. Tallapaka,

et al. [3] in their study, also found 73% of mutations
concentrated in these two regions. Appropriately, they
opined that Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe
Amplification (MLPA) remains the first line
investigation for diagnosis of DMD as it tests for
deletions and duplications in all 79 exons of the gene
compared to multiplex Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
that does not test all exons or define the extent of the
deletion. Single exon deletions should be confirmed by
an alternative technique [6]. As availability no longer
remains the issue in India, awareness of the appropriate
test is essential. 25%-35% of pathogenic variants in
DMD and about 10%-20% of males with BMD have
single nucleotide variations, small deletions and
insertions or splice site changes identified by sequencing
[3]. Given the high cost of Sanger sequencing for this
large gene, next generation techniques remain the most
cost-effective test currently for this cohort of MLPA-
negative patients [4]. In the near future, we can expect a
single step test to evaluate all mutations types in DMD
gene [6].

The 79 exons of the DMD gene have a high mutation
rate, and in one of three cases the phenotype occurs due
to a de novo mutation that is not inherited [7]. Thus, new
cases will arise despite the best preventive measures in
families with a history of DMD.

The utility of a timely molecular diagnosis is
multifold.  Phenotype based on an inframe deletion or
duplication that will not disrupt the reading frame allows
translation of the mRNA into a smaller but active
protein. As this protein is active, the phenotype is the
milder BMD. The severe phenotype of DMD occurs
when the deleted/duplicated exons or a premature stop
codon impacts translation, and the resulting truncated
dystrophin protein is functionally unstable [6].

Corticosteroids are currently the accepted standard
of care. The past decade has witnessed many advances in
definitive therapies for DMD. Newer personalized
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therapies are targeted to work on patients with specific
mutation types [8]. Fig. 1 illustrates what is currently
available and approved by the Food and Drugs
Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency
(EMA) for the treatment of DMD, and therapies that are
in the pipeline.

The article by Tallapaka, et al. [2] is very timely in
this era of personalized medicine. Understanding the
mutation spectrum in the population allows development
of cost-effective diagnostic protocols as also define the
population potentially amenable to the existing/
developing targeted therapies.
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FIG. 1 Precision medicine through molecular diagnosis: DMD
as an example
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DMD: Duchenne muscular dystrophy; NGS: Next generation
sequencing; MLPA: Multiplex ligation dependant probe amplification;
FDA: Food and Drugs Administration.


